The table below summarises the geometric issues observed across the polymeric chains and their fit to the electron density. The red, orange, yellow and green segments on the lower bar indicate the fraction of residues that contain outliers for >=3, 2, 1 and 0 types of geometric quality criteria. A grey segment represents the fraction of residues that are not modelled. The numeric value for each fraction is indicated below the corresponding segment, with a dot representing fractions <=5% The upper red bar (where present) indicates the fraction of residues that have poor fit to the electron density. The numeric value is given above the bar.
Mol Chain Length
Quality of chain 
Entry composition i ○
There are 5 unique types of molecules in this entry. The entry contains 24678 atoms, of which 0 are hydrogens and 0 are deuteriums.
In the tables below, the ZeroOcc column contains the number of atoms modelled with zero occupancy, the AltConf column contains the number of residues with at least one atom in alternate conformation and the Trace column contains the number of residues modelled with at most 2 atoms.
• Molecule 1 is a protein called Glutamate dehydrogenase 1, mitochondrial. Continued on next page...
Mol Chain Residues
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Continued from previous page. 3 Residue-property plots i ○ These plots are drawn for all protein, RNA and DNA chains in the entry. The first graphic for a chain summarises the proportions of the various outlier classes displayed in the second graphic. The second graphic shows the sequence view annotated by issues in geometryand electron density.
Residues are color-coded according to the number of geometric quality criteria for which they contain at least one outlier: green = 0, yellow = 1, orange = 2 and red = 3 or more. A red dot above a residue indicates a poor fit to the electron density (RSRZ > 2). Stretches of 2 or more consecutive residues without any outlier are shown as a green connector. Residues present in the sample, but not in the model, are shown in grey.
• Molecule 1: Glutamate dehydrogenase 1, mitochondrial
Chain A:
• E38 E39
• Q40
• K41 R42
• R46  R50  Y78  R79  R86  C89  K90  G91  V99  S100  V101  D102  E103  A125  K126  A127  K130  P133   K134  T137  E140  K143  R146  V162  D163  V164  P165  M169  S170  W178  T182  Y183  A184  S185  Y190  Q205  R217  I227  G237 • M238 T239 P240 G241 A443  I448  R462  M465  D476  L477  R478  V483  I486  R491  E495  V498  T499  F500  T501 • • Molecule 1: Glutamate dehydrogenase 1, mitochondrial Chain B:
• E36 T37
• E38 E39 Q40 K41 R42 •   N43  R67  E73  R79  C89  K90  G91  V99  E103  Y113  A125  K126  A127  K130  P133  T137  E140   K143  R146  M150  A153  K154  V162  D163  V164  P165  M169  S170  E173  W178  T182  Y183  A184  S185  T186  I187  Y190  H195  Q205  I208  I212  T215  G216  R217  N225  F226  I227  N228  E229  A230 • S234
• I235 •   M238  D244  K245  T246  V249   •   M260  H264  V271  D277  W281  N282  P283  D287  P288  L291  K295  I301  K306  A307  K308  E316  V317  D318  I321 • E355  A356  D357  K358  I359  E362  R363  D370  L371  Y394  G395   R396  Y401  E402  R403  S412  S416  R419  K420  F421  G422 • K423 H424
• G425 G426
• D438  R439  I440  S441  E445  E458  R459  S460  A461  R462  M465  R466  K470  D476  V483  E487  A496  G497  V498  T499  F500  T501   • • Molecule 1: Glutamate dehydrogenase 1, mitochondrial
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• N43  R44  V45  R46  R50  R66  R79  C89  K90  G91  D98  V99  E103  A125  K126  A127  P133  E140   K143  R146  M150  K154  V162  D163  V164  P165  S170  W178  T182  Y183  Y190  H195  S204  Q205  R217  I227  M238  T239  P240 • K245 A248
Chain D: Y78  R79  R86  C89  K90  G91  E103  A125  K126  A127  P133  K134  E140  K143  R146   V162  D163  V164  P165  M169  S170  W178  T182  Y183  Y190  D191  Q205  R217  N225  M238  G243 •
• D476  T479  V483  N484  A485  I486  E495  A496  G497  V498  T499  F500  T501 • • Molecule 1: Glutamate dehydrogenase 1, mitochondrial Chain E: R42  N43  R46  R50  K53  D69  G70  S71  R79  R86  C89  K90  G91  V99  D102  E103  V104  K105  T112  A125  K126   A127  K130  P133  E140  R146  M150  V162  P165  M169  S170  W178  T182  Y183  Y190  I203  S204  Q205  R217  A230 •
• T427  I428  T433  A434  E435  D438  R439  I440  S441  E458  R462  M465  K470  Y471  D476  V483  I486  E495  V498  T499  F500 • T501
•
• Molecule 1: Glutamate dehydrogenase 1, mitochondrial R42  N43  R46  R50  R66  R67  R79  C89  K90  G91  E103  A125  K126  A127  P133  E140  R146   M150  K154  V162  P165  M169  S170  W178  T182  Y183  A184  S185  Y190  R217  G218  V219 • N225 E229 S234
• The all-atom clashscore is defined as the number of clashes found per 1000 atoms (including hydrogen atoms). The all-atom clashscore for this structure is 9.
All (425) There are no symmetry-related clashes.
Torsion angles i ○
Protein backbone i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent Ramachandran outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the backbone conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. 
Mol Chain Analysed Favoured Allowed Outliers Percentiles
Protein sidechains i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent sidechain outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the sidechain conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. 5.4 Non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains i ○
Mol Chain
There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Carbohydrates i ○
There are no carbohydrates in this entry.
Ligand geometry i ○
24 ligands are modelled in this entry.
In the following table, the Counts columns list the number of bonds (or angles) for which Mogul statistics could be retrieved, the number of bonds (or angles) that are observed in the model and the number of bonds (or angles) that are defined in the Chemical Component Dictionary. The Link column lists molecule types, if any, to which the group is linked. The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 2 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles). In the following table, the Chirals column lists the number of chiral outliers, the number of chiral centers analysed, the number of these observed in the model and the number defined in the Chemical Component Dictionary. Similar counts are reported in the Torsion and Rings columns. '-' means no outliers of that kind were identified. 
Mol
Mol Type Chain Res Link Chirals Torsions Rings
Other polymers i ○
There are no such residues in this entry.
Polymer linkage issues i ○
There are no chain breaks in this entry. There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Carbohydrates i ○
Ligands i ○
In the following table, the Atoms column lists the number of modelled atoms in the group and the number defined in the chemical component dictionary. The B-factors column lists the minimum, median, 95 th percentile and maximum values of B factors of atoms in the group. The column labelled 'Q< 0.9' lists the number of atoms with occupancy less than 0.9. There are no such residues in this entry.
Mol
